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Real Estate

DUUO: A NEW LIVING EXPERIENCE
IN THE HEART OF LISBON

DUUO, A COMMERCIAL SUCCESS ON THE DOMESTIC MARKET

DUUO is a 33,900 m² premium residential condominium in the
city of Lisbon. Developed in partnership with its listed financial
partner La Compagnie du Bois Sauvage and designed in collaboration with Nuno Leónidas Arquitectos, DUUO is to become
one of BESIX RED’s reference projects featuring high-quality
architecture and a true living experience for its residents while
contributing to the revitalisation of the Praça de Espanha-district.

DUUO: A PLACE TO LIVE
“DUUO goes way beyond a residential development, it is a true
living experience. The wellbeing of our clients is always a major
focus in our developments, whether they are residential, offices
or retail”, emphasizes Gabriel Uzgen, CEO BESIX RED.
In addition to its strong concept, DUUO is strategically located
between Praça de Espanha and the University of Lisbon in the
Avenidas Novas neighbourhood - close to the city’s most famous
parks, hospitals, art and cultural venues and easily connected to
the airport as well as to the historic city centre.

DUUO, LISBON, PORTUGAL

AS PART OF ITS PAN-EUROPEAN DIVERSIFICATION
STRATEGY, BESIX RED CONTINUES TO SEIZE
OPPORTUNITIES IN CITIES CHARACTERISED BY A
STRONG SOCIO-ECONOMIC DYNAMISM SUCH AS
LISBON.
IN THE FIRST HALF OF 2021, AFTER OBTAINING
THE ARCHITECTURAL LICENSE, THE DEVELOPER
LAUNCHED THE COMMERCIALISATION OF DUUO,
ITS FIRST RESIDENTIAL PROJECT IN THE COUNTRY.

Key features
Category: New Development
Project Type: Residential
Location: Lisbon, Portugal
Total area: 33,900 m2
Number of units: 280 residential units
Parking: 420 parking spaces
Other: 1,140 m2 retail
Delivery date: Q4 2024
Final owner: Private owners
Developer: BESIX RED (50 %) and
Compagnie du Bois Sauvage (50 %)
Architect: Nuno Leónidas Arquitectos

The commercialisation of DUUO Phase I was launched
in May and encountered a great commercial success. At the
end of December 2021, 90 % of the DUUO apartments were
already pre-reserved. In only 48 hours’ time, over 50 % of
units at DUUO were reserved.
“We are very pleased to see that the majority of DUUO buyers
are Portuguese and mostly Lisboets. From a real estate development perspective, and especially since the financial crisis,
Lisbon has been lacking new and quality housing affordable
for Portuguese people. Our strategy in Lisbon has always
been to target the city ring where we could find opportunities
to develop projects for the middle to upper-middle domestic
market. Offering the local market qualitative real estate products focused on wellbeing is an important aspect of our ESG
commitment”, adds Nicolas Goffin.

Nicolas Goffin, Country Director at BESIX RED, explains: “In
recent years, the City of Lisbon has heavily invested in transforming Praça de Espanha into a family-oriented and connected

It is from their local office at Avenida da Liberdade in Lisbon that Nicolas Goffin and his team manage BESIX RED’s
activities in Portugal. He adds: “For DUUO, we surrounded
ourselves with leading local partners and advisors to share
expertise and co-create a project that fits in its environment
and brings value to the people of Lisbon. Our long-term goal
is to become an integral part of Lisbon’s economic landscape
and be recognised as a local player”.

green district with a five-hectare park, bicycle paths, new traffic
routes and leisure areas. With DUUO, we intend to participate in
the transformation and revitalisation of the larger neighbourhood”.

A LASTING RELATIONSHIP WITH FINANCIAL
PARTNER COMPAGNIE DU BOIS SAUVAGE

The 33,900 m² project comprises 280 residential units spread
over two condominiums of 140 apartments each which will be
developed in two different phases. Designed by the prestigious
Portuguese architects Nuno Leónidas Arquitectos, the two
DUUO-buildings are characterised by their U-shaped structure.
DUUO offers a diverse typology of spacious and bright apartments with large balconies serving as the extension of the living
space. The heart of the complex, an outdoor swimming pool
surrounded by a landscaped garden, adds a human and collective dimension to the concept. Additional amenities and services
available at DUUO include a gym, a polyvalent room where the
residents can work and organise private events, a smart delivery box service and cycle storage. Underground parking spaces
equipped with preinstallation of electric charging stations and
retail spaces in both properties complement the program.

DUUO consolidates the developer’s presence in Europe and is
also its second project jointly developed with stock exchangelisted partner La Compagnie du Bois Sauvage.
“Following Oxygen in Brussels, DUUO is our second project
managed in close collaboration with La Compagnie du
Bois Sauvage, and this time, outside of Belgian territory. It
reflects the solid confidence our partner has in our team and
expertise, not only within but also outside Belgian borders”,
explains Gabriel Uzgen, CEO BESIX RED.
The construction for DUUO Phase I is expected to start
in March this year for an estimated duration of 24 months.
The construction of Phase II is foreseen for the fourth quarter
of 2022 and the overall DUUO-project will be delivered by the
end of 2024.

